Facets of indexing: the diamond anniversary conference  
St Anne’s College, Oxford, 21 June 2017

Programme

09.00–09.30  Registration
09.30–10.25  Welcome/introduction, followed by **subject-based discussion groups**
10.30–10.55 **Tea/coffee**
11.00–11.55 **Lecture:** *Current developments in the publishing industry: customers, technology and companies* – **Philip Shaw** (Oxford Brookes International Centre for Publishing)
12.00–12.45 **AGM,** followed by **Presentations** and **Society Matters** discussion
12.50–13.45 **Lunch**
13.50–14.45 **Software demonstration:** *Index Manager* – **Katharina Munk**  
Mini-workshop: *Using LinkedIn for networking* – **Ruth Ellis**
13.50–15.45 **Workshop:** *Taking the plunge: getting to grips with your first commission* – **Ann Hudson**  
Workshop: *Lives in miniature: indexing biographies and other life writings* – **Christopher Phipps**
14.50–15.45 **Seminar:** *Working efficiently: getting the most from your software*  
Seminar: *Second strings/other skills – editing and proofreading opportunities and the SfEP* – **John Firth**
15.50–16.10 **Tea/coffee**
16.15–17.10 **Mini-workshop:** *Indexing the image – what’s in the title?* – **Joan Dearnley**  
Seminar: *Working efficiently – tips, tricks and avoiding bad habits* (panel-led discussion with Rohan Bolton, Rosi Dear, Barbara Hird and Liza Furnival)  
Seminar: *The joys of freelancing* (panel-led discussion with Emma Caddy, Steve Gilbert and Jan Rayment)  
Speed mentoring
17.15–18.00 **Lecture:** *Indexing with added value: linked indexes in e-books* – **Pilar Wyman and Pierke Bosschieter**
19.00– Drinks reception followed by gala dinner

*Note:* all plenary sessions take place in the Tsuzuki Lecture Theatre in the Ruth Deech Building. The seminar and workshop lists indicate which rooms these take place in. The drinks reception and gala dinner take place in the Ruth Deech foyer.